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PREFACE

As integral members of Model Laboratory School, faculty help shape Model’s reputation through frequent 

communications with various audiences. This manual is designed to bring awareness to the impact of communications 

on behalf of Model and provide guidance in portraying a clear and consistent message through verbal, written, and 

visual communications.

MISSION STATEMENT
In a shared commitment with Eastern Kentucky University, Model Laboratory Schools will serve as the learning 

laboratory for K-12 education in the Commonwealth of Kentucky by providing an exemplar for research, best practices, 

and innovation in elementary and secondary education and teacher professional learning.

THE MODEL BRAND
As the only laboratory school in the Commonwealth of Kentucky and a rich tradition dating back to 1906 with the 

establishment of Eastern Kentucky University, Model Laboratory Schools uphold a prestigious reputation for academic 

excellence, innovation in education, and a community and family-based learning atmosphere. These values embody 

the essence of Model Laboratory Schools and serve as a foundation for the Model brand.

As such, the Model brand should be evident in all communications regarding Model Laboratory Schools. Appropriate 

and consistent use of phrases, logos, colors and fonts contribute to a strengthened identity and display pride in 

Model’s tradition and values.

OBJECTIVES
Successful execution of the Model Laboratory Schools brand serves the following objectives:

• Increases local and national awareness of Model as a unique and innovative learning environment

• Communicates a brand that makes a positive first impression and is highly recognizable 

• Positions Model as the exemplar for K-12 education in the Commonwealth and beyond

• Builds upon a long-standing tradition and reputation of academic excellence

DISCLAIMER
These guidelines should be used when communicating about Model; however, when working with an Eastern 

Kentucky University program or department, follow the EKU branding and style guidelines. The EKU Visual Identity 

Guide can be found at brand.eku.edu/resources-guides.
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PART I - COMMUNICATING THE MODEL BRAND

A. THE IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATING AND HOW

REPRESENTING THE SCHOOL
Faculty serve as representatives of Model through all interactions, and therefore hold responsibility in building and 

maintaining Model’s reputation. Whether realized or not, all communications carried out by Model’s faculty, including 

verbal communications, greatly impact the overall perception of Model Schools.

• Choose your words carefully to best reflect Model

• Be aware of current happenings, news and enrollment data originating from Model Schools, so you’re able to 

portray an accurate representation of the school in your communications

• Be mindful of what you post on social media, even on your personal pages, as it can reflect back on Model

A POSITIVE TONE
Use a positive tone in your communications regarding Model. Use of key phrases and words, like The Model Core, can 

be powerful reminders of the Model brand, while use of non-descript words, like things and stuff, can interfere with 

effective communication.

PART I

COMMUNICATING THE 
MODEL BRAND

USE THESE 
WORDS AND PHRASES

INSTEAD OF THESE 
WORDS AND PHRASES

The Model Core Curriculum

Administrative team Administrators

Students/learners Kids/children/pupils

Assessment Testing

Freshmen Ninth grade

Sophomores Tenth grade

Juniors Eleventh grade

Seniors Twelfth grade

Exceptional students Special education students

Custodian Janitor

Administrative coordinator Secretary

Faculty Teachers

Staff Classified staff/support staff

Commonwealth of Kentucky State of Kentucky

Kentucky State of Kentucky
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PART I - COMMUNICATING THE MODEL BRAND

THE MODEL CORE
Model’s curriculum should be referred to as The Model Core. 

When communicating about The Model Core, a combination 

of the following words and phrases should be incorporated:

• World-class education

• Preparing next-generation leaders

• Transferable skills

• Interdisciplinary connections

• Competencies

• Individual inquiry

The image to the right provides a visual representation of 

The Model Core and is available on Model’s website.

THE MODEL TOUCH
Check your email and voicemail frequently, and promptly 

respond to messages. Use correct grammar and spelling and 

answer your office phone in a professional manner.

MEDIA INQUIRIES
If you are contacted by a reporter or a representative from a media organization, contact the Communications Office 

prior to submitting a response.
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PART I - COMMUNICATING THE MODEL BRAND

B. THE MODEL NAME

REPRESENTING THE SCHOOL
The full name “Model Laboratory Schools at Eastern Kentucky University” should be used for the first reference of the 

school in written text. In following references in written text, and in all verbal communications, shortened versions, 

such as “Model,”  “Model Lab,” or “Model Schools,” can be used. 

Model Elementary School is used in reference to Grades K through 5. Model Secondary School is used in reference to 

Grades 6 through 12. Model High School is used in reference to Grades 9 through 12.

Appropriate use of the name include:

• Model Laboratory Schools at Eastern Kentucky University

• Model Laboratory Schools

• Model Lab Schools

• Model Lab

• Model Elementary School (Grades K-6)

• Model Secondary School (Grades 7-12)

• Model High School (Grades 9-12)

DO NOT use references, such as:

• MLS, or any variation of initals

• Richmond Model

• Model Middle School

SLOGANS
The slogans listed below communicate Model’s values and should be incorporated in Model publications, 

advertisements, presentations and other communications as pull quotes, titles, or statements.

• A World-Class Education

• A Tradition of Excellence

• Next-Generation Leaders

No more than two slogans should be used on a single page.

The Model slogans are available in image format to match branding standards, as shown above this paragraph, from 

the website. The slogans can be included in communications as text or as an image, depending on the space available. 

When using a slogan, ensure the text is clear and easy-to-read against the background.
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PART I - COMMUNICATING THE MODEL BRAND

C. WRITING STYLE

STYLE
The writing style for Model should be informative, clear, and effective. Place the most important information first. 

Write in a manner that is easy-to-comprehend and consisely communicates your message. Always include contact 

information so readers know where the content originated from and how to follow-up with questions or a call to 

action. Ensure the content is presented in a manner to identify it as originating from Model. When possible, include 

a visual component to complement the text: a compelling photo with limited text can be an effective way to convey 

your message.

Consider your audience. Model has many audiences: students, parents, community members, faculty, staff, prospective 

students and parents, and alumni, among other constituency groups. Write the message for the specific audience you 

are trying to reach. For example, communications to prospective parents would have a different message than what 

would be presented to prospective students. When writing for external audiences, identify Model as “Model Laboratory 

Schools at Eastern Kentucky University.”

VOICE
The voice of Model communications should be conversational, positive, and familiar. Avoid using education jargon and 

acronyms. Use active, instead of passive verbs as much as possible. The voice should convey messages of community 

and belonging, exclusive learning opportunities, innovation in teaching, and academic excellence.

CAPITALIZATION, PUNCTUATION AND SPELLING 
All communications should use correct punctuation, spelling and grammar, as mistakes could be perceived as a  

reflection of the education provided at Model. In keeping with an image of excellence in education, it is especially 

important to proofread and check your work. Guidelines have been set to ensure consistency in capitalization and 

spelling for commonly used words and phrases.
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PART I - COMMUNICATING THE MODEL BRAND

CAPITALIZATION 
• Always capitalize Model, Model Lab, Model Lab Schools, Model Laboratory Schools, and Eastern Kentucky 

University

• Schools, elementary school or high school should only be capitalized if placed after Model. Example: Model 

Elementary School or elementary school

• Capitalize school departments. Example: Model Counseling Office

• Capitalize Patriots, when referring to the school mascot

• Use capital letters for all abbreviations. Example: EKU

• Only capitalize subjects when a number follows the subject or if it is a language. Examples: Chemistry 101, Spanish 

class, math book

• Capitalize titles when they appear before a name. Example: Superintendent John Williamson, or John Williamson, 

superintendent

• Capitalize employees’ first and last names in email addresses. Example: John.Williamson@eku.edu

SPELLING REFERENCES
• Principal, when referring to the school principal. Example: Mr. Naylor is the elementary school principal. Principle, 

when referring to educational principles. Example: Model students apply theories and principles when creating, 

performing, designing or engineering.

• Curriculum (singular), Curricula (plural)

• Syllabus (singular), Syllabi (plural)

• Alumnus (singular), Alumni (plural)

• Entrepreneurship
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PART I - COMMUNICATING THE MODEL BRAND

ABBREVIATION NAME

AP Advanced Placement

ACT American College Test

EKU Eastern Kentucky University

HS High School

IOWA Iowa Test of Basic Skills

K-12 Kindergarten through 12th grade

KDE Kentucky Department of Education

KSA Kentucky State Assessments

MPO Model Parent Organization

SAT Scholastic Achievement Test

CONSISTENCY 
• Use single spacing after sentences

• Use bullet points, not dashes

• Don’t use periods after bullet points, unless the bullet point includes more than one sentence

• Use a comma before “and” when writing a list. Example: Students should bring paper, pencils, and erasers.

• Include a.m. or p.m. with a time. List times as shown in these examples: 1:30 p.m., 8 a.m.

• Dates should include the day of the week, month, and calendar date when written in text. Example: The first day of 

school is Wednesday, August 14.

• Always include a time, date, and location for events

• When using acronyms or abbreviations, write out the full name in the first reference, with the acronym or 

abbreviations in parentheses. In following references, use the acronym or abbreviations.

• Don’t use periods between abbreviated letters. Example: EKU not E.K.U.

• Phone numbers should be formatted with the area code in parentheses, a space, the three-digit prefix, a dash, 

then the line number. Example: (859) 622-4000

• Web addresses should be listed without www. or http:// preceding the address. Example: model.eku.edu, not 

https://www.model.eku.edu

• Email, not e-mail

• Online, not on-line

• When referring to grades, use the number, instead of the word. Example, 5th grade, not fifth grade

• Numbers one through nine should be spelled out and 10 and above should be numbers, except in the case of 

grade levels

• Sports teams should be referred to as Men’s or Women’s for high school teams and Girls’ or Boys’ for elementary 

school teams. Example: Men’s Soccer, Girls’ Basketball

COMMON ABBREVIATIONS
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PART II - VISUALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

A. MODEL LOGO

MODEL M LOGO
The Model logo, also referred to as the M logo, features 

a blue M with a white and maroon stroke and a maroon 

rectangle across the middle with Model in white text. The 

Model logo conveys an image of tradition and sets the 

standard for a highly recognizable brand. The logo was 

updated in June 2021 to reflect the new official school 

colors, navy and maroon.

LOGO COLOR 
The logo may only in Model Colors (PMS 2758C and PMS 

209) or in black and white. If the logo is only able to be 

used in one color, it should be printed in Maroon (PMS 

209).

PART II

VISUALIZING THE 
MODEL BRAND
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PART II - VISUALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

MODEL AT EKU LOGO

The Model at EKU logo includes two lines of stacked text: Model Laboratory Schools 

at Eastern Kentucky University. This logo should be used on publications, materials 

or communications that will be distributed or disseminated to external audiences to 

clearly identify Model as part of Eastern Kentucky University. 

There are two variations of this logo available: one with the M logo to the left of the text, 

and one without the M logo. 

Note: This logo is used for elementary and secondary school-level communications.

Note: This logo is used for district-level communications.
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PART II - VISUALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

LOGO USAGE

An approved Model logo should be used appropriately on all print, video, and web communications originating from 

Model.

Following the guidelines below ensures a professional and unified look for Model:

• Use only official logos and delete any previous logos from your files

• When creating or updating a document for internal or external use, include a logo

• Do not stretch or squish the logo

• Do not rotate, reverse, modify or add content to the logo

• Do not create your own logo (for program logos or team logos, partner with the Communications Office)

• Make sure the logo appears and prints clear; don’t use a scanned logo or copy and paste the logo from the website

• For most purposes, use a .jpg file of the logo. If you are placing the logo on a colored background, use a .png file of 

the logo so that the background of the logo is transparent

Official logos, available in various file types and color combinations, can be obtained from Model’s website.

WRONG USAGE

Our logo is one of our most important assets. Our logo provides brand recognition and represents the values of our 

school. To ensure that we provide a consistent experience, please follow our guidelines. Proceeding are a few examples 

of logo treatments that break the branding standards and do not represent Model effectively.

Do not distort the logo or alter the proportions.Do not use an old version of the logo.
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PART II - VISUALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

Do not attempt to edit, create a new version of the logo 

or use any non-approved typefaces.

Do not add a drop shadow, glow, or any other effects to 

the logo.

Do not place the logo on a busy background or photo.

Do not change the colors of the logo.

Do not scale or crop the logo.

Do not combine the logo with other logos.
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PART II - VISUALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

B. COLORS

Model’s official colors were updated in June 2021 to include navy and maroon with the navy being the prominent 

color. The updated maroon aligns with Eastern Kentucky University’s primary official color. This update visually 

communicates Model’s direct connection to Eastern Kentucky University. 

Use the RGB numbers when a product will be communicated digitally. Use the Pantone or CMYK numbers when a 

product will be printed.

Navy
CMYK 100, 93, 31, 29
RGB 0, 32, 96
#002060
Pantone 2758C

Maroon
CMYK 0, 100, 34, 51
RGB 76, 21, 30
#4C151E
Pantone 209C

Gray
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 29
RGB 181, 181, 181
#B5B5B5
Pantone Cool Gray 5

White
CMYK 0, 0, 0, 0
RGB 255, 255, 255
#FFFFFF
Pantone White

COLOR USAGE

Navy and maroon are the main colors that are used. Gray should be used as a supplimental, accent color and should 

NEVER replace navy and maroon. Gray should be used with at least navy or maroon. The colors reinforce the Model 

brand and help build the brand identity.

GRAY IS USED 10%

NAVY IS USED 20%MAROON IS USED 70%
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PART II - VISUALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

C. FONTS

When combined with other visual elements, consistently using the same fonts contributes to a distinct identity for 

Model.

Model’s preferred fonts include Calibri, Cambria, and Perpetua according to the table below. When developing 

professionally designed and printed publications, Myriad Pro font should be used.

WHEN CREATING A(N) USE THIS FONT

Letter Cambria

Presentation Calibri

Emails and Email Signature Calibri

Flyer Calibri

Syllabus Cambria

Newletter headline / paragraph text Calibri/Cambria

Formal publications (such as graduation programs) Perpetua

Certificates Cambria

Professionally designed and/or printed publications Myriad Pro Bold
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PART III - PERSONALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

A. PARTNERING WITH THE COMMUNICATIONS OFFICE

OUR SERVICES
The Model Communications Department raises brand awareness and works to form emotional connections. 

Communications establishes and upholds the standards that strengthen Model. We partner with faculty and staff to 

achieve specific goals. Services offered include:

• Assistance with or feedback on your project

• Development of a custom publication

• Guidance on publicity and promotions for events or programs

• Photography

• Press releases and public relations

• Access to Model Lab photographs

• Access to thenounproject.com clipart graphics

• Access to slogans in image format to match branding standards

• Branding guidelines for professionally designed and/or printed projects

RESOURCES AVAILABLE
Several resources are available to help with your communications projects. Find the following resources on Model’s 

website:

• Logos

• Model Core graphics

• Letterhead and envelope files and templates

• Email signature

• Templates for flyers, booklet covers, PowerPoint presentations, and brochures

PART III

PERSONALIZING THE
MODEL BRAND
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PART III - PERSONALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

1

2

3

4

5

PROPOSING NEW MODEL MERCH
Before ordering or beginning work on any piece of 

merchandise (example: class t-shirt, field trip shirt, 

water bottle, etc.), you should first reach out to the 

Communications Office. 

Follow the process below:

1. Brainstorm:  Gather your ideas and any photos of 

inspiration (if applicable)

2. Contact Communications: Reach out to the 

Communications Department and share your ideas.

3. Design: We collaborate on your project. You will 

gather order specifics (sizes, quantity, color) and the 

graphic designer will design the product. 

4. Print: After a design has been approved, the designer 

will send the order to the vendor. 

5. Distribute: Enjoy your new merch! You will partner 

with Melanie Kelley to coordinate payment and 

distribution.

PROJECT REQUESTS & PROCESS
After a project is requested via email, the department will be in touch regarding next steps. 

Once the project has been well defined, Communications will work on the deliverables for the project, collaborating 

with the faculty or staff member. Communications will submit a to the faculty or staff member with content, proof, 

key dates, and any other guidelines or deliverables. All content should be approved by both Communications and the 

faculty/staff member. 

The timeline for each project varies, according to the type of project. Remember to account for this for your projects. 

While a design may only take a day to create, the printing process may take a couple of weeks.
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PART III - PERSONALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

B. EMAIL SIGNATURE

The email signature offers an effective route to extend the Model brand even via email. Including your name and 

contact information and clearly identifying Model Laboratory Schools allows easy communication access and displays 

the legitimacy of the email.

Additional guidelines for professional emails include:

• Avoid using colors, fonts or graphics that are distracting, difficult to read, and/or unrelated

• Acknowledge emails promptly

• Proofread your email before sending to avoid misspellings and poor grammar

Members of the Model community have the option to include their pronouns in their signature if they feel comfortable 

doing so. While this decision is optional, communicating your pronouns is an easy step toward fostering an inclusive 

environment.    

Both of the following email signature options below are acceptable and brand compliant. Customizable signatures can 

be found on Model’s website.

OPTION 1: WITHOUT PRONOUNS

OPTION 2: WITH PRONOUNS

Official Email Signature Templates 
 
 
Option With Preferred Pronouns 
 
First Name Last Name (pronouns), Official Title 
Model Laboratory Schools  
Eastern Kentucky University 
521 Lancaster Avenue • Richmond, KY 40475 
(859) 622-XXXX • model.eku.edu    
  

 
  
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This email and any documents, files or previous email messages attached to it may contain confidential 
information. Do not read this email if you are not the intended recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this 
transmission is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please so notify us immediately 
by reply email or by telephone at 859-622-3766, and destroy the original transmission and its 
attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 
 
 
Option Without Preferred Pronouns 
 
First Name Last Name, Official Title 
Model Laboratory Schools  
Eastern Kentucky University 
521 Lancaster Avenue • Richmond, KY 40475 
(859) 622-XXXX • model.eku.edu    
  

 
  
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This email and any documents, files or previous email messages attached to it may contain confidential 
information. Do not read this email if you are not the intended recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this 
transmission is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please so notify us immediately 
by reply email or by telephone at 859-622-3766, and destroy the original transmission and its 
attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

 
 

 
 

4000

Official Email Signature Templates 
 
 
Option With Preferred Pronouns 
 
First Name Last Name (pronouns), Official Title 
Model Laboratory Schools  
Eastern Kentucky University 
521 Lancaster Avenue • Richmond, KY 40475 
(859) 622-XXXX • model.eku.edu    
  

 
  
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This email and any documents, files or previous email messages attached to it may contain confidential 
information. Do not read this email if you are not the intended recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this 
transmission is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please so notify us immediately 
by reply email or by telephone at 859-622-3766, and destroy the original transmission and its 
attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 
 
 
Option Without Preferred Pronouns 
 
First Name Last Name, Official Title 
Model Laboratory Schools  
Eastern Kentucky University 
521 Lancaster Avenue • Richmond, KY 40475 
(859) 622-XXXX • model.eku.edu    
  

 
  
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This email and any documents, files or previous email messages attached to it may contain confidential 
information. Do not read this email if you are not the intended recipient. If you are not the intended 
recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this 
transmission is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please so notify us immediately 
by reply email or by telephone at 859-622-3766, and destroy the original transmission and its 
attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

 
 

 
 

4000
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PART III - PERSONALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

C. TEMPLATES

Several Microsoft Word flyer templates and PowerPoint presentation templates can be 

found on Model’s website.

FLYER TEMPLATES
When creating a flyer or using a template:

• Use one photo or Noun Project image; dont use both

• Include time, date, and location for events

• Include a call to action; Example: Sign up now!

• Be sure to include contact information

• Utilize a Model logo 

• Use Calibri font for headers and text

POWERPOINT TEMPLATES
When putting together a presentation:

• Include a Model logo on the cover slide

• Ensure the text slides are clearly identified as Model Laboratory Schools, either 

through the slide footer or the use of a logo

• Use Calibri font for headers and text

• Keep a consistent color theme of the Model colors

• Use one photo or Noun Project image per slide; don’t use both

• Clip art must be from thenounproject.com and Model Lab photos are preferred

 

 

 

 

 

MEET-THE-TEACHER 

NIGHT 

6 P.M. 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12 

Get to know Model’s faculty! You’ll have the opportunity to meet your child’s teacher, see the 
learning environment and learn about ways to stay engaged in your child’s education.  
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PART III - PERSONALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

D. STATIONARY AND BUSINESS CARDS

Model stationary and business cards were updated in June 2021 to reflect official colors 

and logos. Color and black and white versions of the letterhead and envelopes, as well 

as Microsoft Word letterhead templates, are available from model.eku.edu/branding. 

Official letterhead should be used when conducting business on behalf of Model.

Envelopes and business cards are printed by EKU Printing Services.

 Letterhead and envelopes should only be printed on white paper—not manila, or 

any other color. 

521 Lancaster Avenue • Richmond, KY 40475
ORG. CODE: 232200

Your Name
Your Title

�rst.lastname@eku.edu
(859) 622-####

Model Laboratory Schools • Eastern Kentucky University
521 Lancaster Avenue • Richmond 40475
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PART III - PERSONALIZING THE MODEL BRAND

E. PHOTOGRAPHY

Well-chosen photographs help to share the Model story and contribute to a strengthened visual identity. Photographs 

should capture some of the following themes:

• Family/Community of Learners

• Creating, Performing, Designing

• Engaged and Excited

• School Spirit

• Exclusivity

• Professional Learning

• Academic, Rigor, Challenge

When adding a photo to your publication or communication, please keep in mind the following guidelines:

• Use one compelling photo per page, slide or article

•  Model teachers or staff featured in photos should be dressed professionally

• It’s preferred to feature students who are wearing Model apparel

• Don’t use photos of buildings

• Check with the Communications Office to ensure the students featured in your selected photo have a signed 

photo release form on file

CORRECT: This photo focuses on 

student work, utilizes natural lighting, 

and is authentic.

INCORRECT: This photo doesn’t have a 

focus and uses harsh, flash lighting.
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PART IV - VARIATIONS

A. PATRIOTS LOGO

The Patriots logo features the same style as the Model logo, but has text Patriots instead of Model in the maroon 

rectangle across the middle. The Patriots logo should only be used for athletics-related purposes, and in conjunction 

with official school colors. Do not use a clip art Patriot mascot to represent Model or Model sports.

B. LOGO COLOR VARIATIONS

All logos are available in navy and maroon, black and white, one-color navy and one-color maroon. A navy and 

maroon logo should be used in most cases. A black and white logo can be used for better print quality when printing 

in grayscale, and the one-color logos should only be used when only one color is available and will be printed on 

white.

PART IV

VARIATIONS

ONE-COLOR MAROON ONE-COLOR NAVY BLACK AND WHITE
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CONTACT US!

MODEL COMMUNICATIONS

DONOVAN ANNEX

ROOM 4124

Erick Collings

Director of Communications

Erick.Collings@eku.edu

859-622-4008

Francis Keene

Graphic Designer

Francis.Tyra@eku.edu

859-622-5829




